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Message from the KG Principals 
 

 

It is a pleasure welcoming you back to Dasman Bilingual School. We look 

forward to working with you during the 2016-2017 academic school year. We 

believe that you will find our Kindergarten Division offers a great upgrading 

& changing educational program.  We owe this to our ever improving 

facilities, outstanding students, experienced staff and supportive parents.  

 

This handbook will give you important information about our Kindergarten 

School program. Please take the time to go through it carefully for important 

policies and contact us if you have any questions. 

 

Educating your children is extremely important now & in the future, with 

countries continuously changing economically & politically and with the 

advancements of ever-changing digital information age.  We want all 

students, parents, teachers & administrators to work together in creating a 

“Win-Win” situation to make student learning   

 

ATTENDANCE will be of ultimate importance this year!  Too many 

students last year arrived late on a daily basis with unexcused 

reasons or didn’t attend at all.  In order for your children to assimilate 

their bilingual education, it’s mandatory for your children to be in school on 

time, both in the beginning of the day & at the end of the day.  We will be 

double checking the attendance of your children & putting the 

necessary late & absences on their permanent school records.  We will 

be incorporating “Block Scheduling”, which means that your children will 

be having their English & Arabic classes in 2 period blocks.  Many of your 

children will have it in the beginning or the end of the day, so it’s imperative 

that they are in school all day to be learning at the same pace as their 

classmates.  Statistically, students who are not in school continuously fall 

behind the rest of their class and this could potentially lower their self-

esteem & self-confidence.  To reiterate, let’s work as a mutually 

education team and bring your children in on time to limit the 

distractions in the classes with the teachers & their students, since 

all our students are important. 

 

We have interactive projectors, Brillkid ( Photo Reading) software programs , 
so your children this year will be able use their multi-intelligences (visual, 

auditory, kinesthetic, nature & music) skills on them. We have ordered 

different software programs so your children will be using many of the online 

programs to reinforce their core subjects in: English, Arabic, Art, Math, 

Health and/or Science. 
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KG Division Mission Statement 
 
Inspire active and creative minds using a play-based approach in a child-centered 
environment. 

 
School Guiding Statements 
 
Mission 

 
DBS offers a variety of educational programs to equip our students with 21st century 
skills, knowledge and values required to become global citizens. 

 
Vision 
DBS aims for authentic learning and character development in a safe, positive and 
nurturing learning environment. 

                                                              
Strategic Values 
 

  INSPIRE         ENGAGE         EMPOWER      MOTIVATE 
 
School Motto 
 
Differentiate, Accommodate and Facilitate 
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We foster daily & monthly values that are intensified school-wide throughout 
Dasman Bilingual’s various divisions.   

 
The Monthly Values are: 
 

Value  Month 

Time Management September  

Respect October 

 Tolerance and 

Forgiveness  

November 

Generosity December  

Responsibility  January 

Patriotism & loyalty February  

Cooperation March 
Positive   &  initiative April 

Honesty  May 
 

 
Academic Reports / Formal Assessment 
 
The school year is divided into two semesters and four quarters.   Report cards go 
out at the end of each quarter. At the Kg level, assessment includes fine and gross 
motor skills, language development, reading skills, math skills, writing readiness, 
physical development, creativity, and social development. At the Kindergarten level, 
ongoing assessment will be given in English, Mathematics, and Science. 
 
Parent conferences are held three times a year in order to allow direct contact 
between parents and teachers to discuss academic matters or disciplinary problems 
as they arise. 
 
The reporting system for KG is as follows: 

EX - Excellent 
G - Good 
FA - Fair 
NI - Needs Improvement 
NA – Not Applicable 

 
(Please see the Appendix for Assessment Procedures) 

 
Admission of Students 
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Dasman Bilingual School accepts students who can benefit from the school’s 
bilingual curriculum provided, there is available space and the student meets the 
admissions requirements. 
 
Students will be accepted and placed in grade levels and classes based on the 
information interpreted from the entrance exam and official school transcripts.  
 
(Please see the appendix 1A for a flow chart describing admissions procedures). 
 

  
Assessment 
 
Assessment, both formal & informal should is continuous used in a variety of ways: 
observation, class assessment, and oral communication.  In our Kg program, each 
term is graded separately but specialist classes (PE, Art, Music and Computers) 
are reported only at the end of each semester. A final report card is given in June. 
At Kindergarten (Kg) level, the assessment covers the child's fine motor skills, 
language development, reading skills, math skills, writing readiness, physical 
development, creativity, and social development.   The following areas are assessed: 
 

 
 
 

Pre- Kindergarten 
 

LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 
 Can speak some English words 
 Can say the ABC letters 
 Recites poems & rhymes 

 
READING READINESS 

 Identifies letters introduced 
 Listens to stories 

 
MATH READINESS 

Recognizes and names: circle, square, triangle & rectangle 
Counts objects 1-10 
Identifies colors  
Matches objects one-to-one 
Creates patterns 
 

HANDWRITING READINESS 
Uses crayons with control 
Explores with coloring materials 
Begins to color alphabet letters 
Begins to color numerals 
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SCIENCE 
Recognizes class objects 
Recognizes different seasons 
Recognizes different feelings 
Recognizes different foods 
Recognizes body parts 
Recognizes community helpers/family 
Recognizes the life cycle of living things 

 
ART SKILLS 

Explores art media 
Is imaginative with art work 
Names and identifies colors 
Handles and uses a paintbrush 
Uses glue and paint neatly 

 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

Displays ability in running 
Displays ability in jumping 
Displays good balance 
Displays good coordination 

 
FINE MOTOR SKILLS 

Traces  lines accurately 
Uses crayons with control 
Can use scissors correctly 
Colors within the lines 

 
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

Plays well with others 
Display self-control 
Display self-confidence 
Is Courteous 
Respect property of others 

 
WORK HABITS 

Observes classroom rules 
Follows directions 
Listens while others speak 

 
Kindergarten (Kg1) 

 
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

 Speaks in complete  sentences 
 Participates in  class discussions 
 Knows days of the week and the months of the year 
 Speaks about self/personal experiences 

 
READING READINESS 
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 Recognizes name  in print 
 Can identify name & sound of letters introduced 
 Listens attentively to stories 
 Recites poems & chants 
 Can indicate front of the book 
 Can indicate back of the book 

 
MATH READINESS 

 Recognizes numbers 0-10 
 Counts objects from 1-10 
 Recognizes basic shapes  
 Sorts by attributes colors, shapes,  and sizes 
 Can Graph  
 Recognize and create pattern 
 Identifies different measurements 

 
HANDWRITING READINESS 

 Uses basic handwriting strokes 
 Draws pictures to convey meaning 
 Prints name with accuracy 
 Traces alphabet letters and numbers 
 Writes numerals 0-10 
 Fine Motor Skills 
 Traces lines accurately 
 Uses pencil with control 
 Can use scissors correctly 
 Colors within the lines 

 
Science 

 Recognizes different weather and seasons 
 Recognizes different foods  
 Recognizes different animals 
 Recognizes body parts 
 Recognizes living and non-living things 
 Recognizes natural resources 
 Recognizes the differences between states of matter 

 
ART 

 Explores art media  
 Is imaginative with art work  
 Names and identifies colors  
 Uses fine motor skills correctly  
 Uses glue and paint neatly  

 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

 Displays ability in running  
 Displays ability in jumping  
 Displays good balance  
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 Displays good coordination  
 
MUSIC 

 Takes part in singing activities  
 Takes part in rhythmic activities 

 
WORK HABITS 

 Observe classroom rules  
 Follows directions  
 Listens while others speak  
 Works independently  

 
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

 Plays well with others  
 Displays self- control  
 Shows self -confidence  
 Is courteous  
 Respects property of others  

 
 
 

Kindergarten (Kg2) 
 
LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT 

 Speaks in complete sentences 
 Participates in class discussions 
 Speaks about self/personal experiences 

 
READING READINESS 

 Recognizes name  
 Writes name 
 Able to read simple sentences 
 Can indicate front of the book 
 Can indicate back of the book 
 Knows left/right progression 
 Knows top/bottom progression 
 Can identify letters: Aa-Zz 
 Recognizes basic sight words 
 Knows the  days of the week 
 Knows the months of the year 

 
HANDWRITING READINESS 

 Uses proper handwriting strokes 
 Writes name 
 Properly writes the alphabet letters  
 Writes simple sentences 

 
MATH READINESS 
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 Recognizes shapes  
 Counts objects 0-100 
 Sorts by attributes colors, shapes,  and sizes 
 Identifies different positions(above, below, over, under, middle, bottom, right and 

left) 
 Recognizes various patterns 
 Knows and understands graphing 
 Identifies Kuwaiti coins and  bills 
 Able to measure different  objects 
 Tells time using an analog clock 
 Able to apply basic addition skills 
 Able to apply basic subtraction skills 

 
 
SCIENCE 

 Recognizes living and non-living things 
 Recognizes different weather and seasons 
 Recognizes the differences between state of matter 
 Recognizes the differences between energy and gravity 

 
 
ART 

 Explores art media 
 Is imaginative with art work 
 Names and identifies colors 
 Uses fine motor skills correctly 
 Uses glue and paint neatly 

 
MUSIC 

 Takes part in singing activities 
 Takes part in rhythmic activities 

 
P.E. 

 Displays ability in running 
 Displays ability in jumping 
 Displays good balance 
 Displays good coordination 
 Participates willingly in all activities 
 Catches a ball 
 Bounces a ball 
 Throws a ball 
 Balances on one foot 

 
 
Assemblies /Sports Events 
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During Assemblies all students are expected to be courteous to performers and 
speakers. Applause is the correct and courteous way to show approval of a program 
or a speaker.  
 
Parents are welcome to attend their child’s assemblies. Please do NOT bring 
another child out of his/her classroom as this is unfair to the rest of the 
students and he/she misses out on important class work.  Maids and children 
below the age of 18 are not allowed to attend as seating is limited. 
 
Birthdays: 
 
Birthdays can be celebrated only on Thursdays. Except if we do not have 
school on Thursday or we have a school event on that day, so parents can 
arrange it with the homeroom teacher for Wednesday. Please make your 
birthday celebration as limited as you can and get healthy snacks instead of 
sugary food which helps them to learn better.  You may get small cupcakes for 
the students so we do not end up with hyper students towards the end of the 
da . 
    
 
 
Attendance 
 
Student attendance is taken each day at 7:30 a.m. Students arriving after this time 
will be marked late. Daily attendance at the foundation stage of development is 
very important.  Students missing out on daily exposure to the English & Arabic 
languages and the ability to practice the skills they are trying to develop; will 
negatively affect their growth, development, self-esteem & self-confidence. 
 
Dasman Bilingual School recognizes two types of absences: excused and 
unexcused.  
 

- Excused Absence: sickness, death in the family, major family problems, 
or the obtaining of government paper or documents.  

- Unexcused Absence: when a student misses school without prior 
notification and approval of the school or a note/call from the parent is not 
received following an absence.    

 
Note: All absences immediately preceding or following a vacation period are 
considered unexcused. Consideration for approval must be obtained from the 
Principal one week before vacation.  
 
In case of all illness over two days, or contagious disease, please notify the school 

nurse.  Any student absent for more than 15 days per year, without a 
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valid medical reason or justifiable reason, will not be promoted to 
the next grade.  
 
Late Slips 
 
Students arriving after 7:30 a.m. will be issued with a late pass. Students will not be 
admitted to class without a signed pass.        
 
After being late 5 times, a warning letter will be sent home. The school will 
follow Ministry guidelines if a student is late 15 times or more 
 
Crèche 
 
Crèche is a paid service offered by the school for Kg Division students only (Pre-K 
Kg1, and Kg2). Hours of operation are from 1:30pm-2:30pm daily, unless changed 
due to holidays or shortened school hours.  This service is provided to parents and 
Dasman staff with Kg students who cannot be picked up by the regular 1:00pm 
dismissal time.  Crèche classes are not academic in nature, due to the strain of a long 
day on our younger students, but teachers do incorporate fun educational activities 
for the students.  Students who are not collected from Crèche by 2:30pm are taken 
to the D1 auditorium with Elementary students to await pick-up. 
 
Crèche class sizes are kept to a maximum of 25 students per class.  If the demand 
exceeds our availability, a wait list will be started in the Kg Division office and 
parents will be contacted if another Crèche classroom opens up.  If parents are 
interested in enrolling their child in the Crèche program they would need to obtain 
an application from the Reception area or Kg Division office and pay in the 
accountant’s office. 
 
 
Discipline: 
 
It is the policy of Dasman Bilingual School to provide a healthy and safe 
environment, to protect the rights of others, to enhance learning and to teach the 
skills of responsibility and human relationships.  
 
It is very important that home and school work together to ensure positive in-
school behavior. Parents will be notified if the student is experiencing behaviors 
that lead to trouble. Equally, parents will be notified of the student’s excellent 
behavior. The school would appreciate being informed of changes in the home life of 
the student that would influence a child’s behavior. 
 
The aim of the Dasman Bilingual School discipline system for the Kg Division is to 
support students with their learning. Our goal is to guide students’ learning through 
developing responsibility and self- discipline.  Through the implementation of 
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Character traits, we encourage students to develop strong moral character when 
dealing with others and themselves.  We believe that the best way to develop 
self-discipline is for students to have good relationships with their fellow 
students, teachers and have support from home. 
 
Early Departure: 
 
Parents who wish to collect their children from school before the end of the school 
day MUST request an Early Release form from the department secretary and it 
will affect their attendance. This will only be given in exceptional circumstances.  
In the Kg department, students will not be released from class after 12:30pm, unless 
there is a family or medical emergency.   
 
GATES: Kg/Elementary Gates (D5, D1 Auditorium, D1 Office and D1 
Reception):    
Please note that Middle and High school students are NOT permitted to enter school 
premises through the Kg D5 gate under any circumstances.  In order to maintain the 
safety and security of the entire school, Middle and High school students must enter 
through their respective gates.   
 
The Kg Division, located in D5, will have assistants on duty to help any younger 
students needing assistance to get to their classrooms. Middle and High school 
students are not needed to escort younger siblings to their doors.  We greatly 
appreciate your cooperation in this matter. 
 
 
Homework 
 
Homework is a necessary part of our educational program. It is a part of overall 
student evaluation.  Kg1 and Kg2 students will have homework assigned. 
 
Homework will be sent home in a folder. Parents are asked to help their child 
complete and return their homework.  Parents are requested not to do the 
homework for their children. 
 
Some homework might be issued on weekends and holidays.  This is left with the 
prerogative of the teacher’s will. 
 
Lost and Found: 
 
Lost and Found items are taken to the ‘lost and found’ area in the Dasman 1 area. 
The school is not responsible for articles that are lost or stolen. Unmarked items not 
claimed within a reasonable period of time will be donated to a charitable 
organization.  We recommend that all clothing, books and P.E. uniforms have labels 
to identify ownership.  
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Electronic devices, toys, stickers, and cards are against school regulations and 
should be left at home. Students may NOT bring mobiles or electronic devices to 
school.  The school is not responsible if these items are brought to school and are 
lost or stolen.  
 
School Nurse: 
 
The school nurse is on duty the entire school day. If a student needs to go to the 
nurse during the day, the assistant is to take the child. All sick students must be 
collected from the nurses’ office.  The Kg Division Nurse is located in the D1 building 
room 53. 
 
Students who are given a medical order by a physician to stay home and rest 
because of sickness or injury must NOT attend school. Students with nits and hair 
lice are NOT permitted to attend school and will require clearance from the nurse 
for re-entry. The student will be sent home by the Principal for his or her own 
health and the safety of others if they attend school. 
 
Medicine must be given to the nurse by an adult, not sent to school with a student, 
or given to the teacher. 
 
 
 
 
 
Lunch / Recess / Canteen 
 
The KG students get 2 breaks during their school day.  They have their lunch on the 
first break then they go out for recess. On the second break, they have their snack 
and then go out for their recess 
 
  It’s imperative that you provide a healthy diet for your children to get the 
proper nutrition to begin their best learning potential to increase.  A time is set 
aside each day for the students to eat their lunches. Lunch time is considered part of 
the educational process where students learn how to eat properly with good 
manners and courtesy.  
Kg Division students are NOT allowed to use the canteen. No bottles, fizzy drinks, 
candy & sweets (e.g. Pepsi, Coca Cola, 7Up) are allowed at school. Foods with 
strong smells such as tuna, meat, eggs are not allowed as they create a bad odor that 
affects other students. The department also does not permit older students to buy 
food for Kg department students. Chewing gum is strictly prohibited on school 
premises.  
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Lunch time is supervised by teachers. Parents are encouraged to provide a balanced 
packed lunch, each day, for their children. 
 
Kg Division students are NOT allowed to use the canteen. No bottles, fizzy drinks, 
candy & sweets (e.g. Pepsi, Coca Cola, 7Up) are allowed at school. Foods with 
strong smells such as tuna, meat, eggs are not allowed as they create a bad odor that 
affects other students. The KG division also does not permit older students to buy 
food for Kg department students. Chewing gum is strictly prohibited on school 
premises.  
 
 
 Library / Media Center – D6 
 
The Dasman Library Media Center includes books, magazines, pamphlets, 
Computers, CD-ROMs and A/V materials for academic and recreational purposes. 
Students are expected to behave in a manner conducive to maintaining a positive 
learning environment. There will be no eating, drinking, loud talking or disruptive 
behavior within the media center. 
 
 
Library Expectations – Leisure Reading Program 

 Visits to the library are a privilege, not a right. 
 Teachers come during their spare periods and select books for their classes. 
 Students should behave in a quiet manner, and be respectful of others in the 

library.  
 The library is not a playground. There should be no running, chasing, playing 

hide and seek or climbing of shelves. These are safety issues. 
 Story Time is for the entire class. Students should sit on the carpet quietly 

until the story is finished. 
 
Student Incentives in the KG Division 
 
We love to keep our students motivated in the Kg Division by holding assemblies 
twice a month. During these assemblies students are given certificates for: 

 Phonics/Reading Readiness 
 Writing Skills 
 Life Skills (shoe tying, dressing themselves) 
 Modeling the Character Traits  

 
Support Services for KG Division Students 
 
The Kg Division has access to 1 on-site counselor who is available to observe 
students with difficulties in the classroom. 
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Speech therapy is also offered for KG2 students with speech delays.  This is 
coordinated with the Special Needs department who accept students based on need 
and availability. 
 
Telephone 
 
Only teachers will use a school phone to contact parents or guardians.  If you receive 
a phone call please call the KG Division  Secretary at Extension 124 who will relay 
any important information regarding your child to you or place you in contact with 
one of his/her teachers. 
 
 
Textbooks 
 
The school provides workbooks for all KG students. Each student is required to 
assume total responsibility for the care of these books. Students will be charged the 
replacement value for lost books which is 15 KD per book or 30 KD for a hard 
cover book. 
 
 
 
Transportation: 
 
Bus drivers are charged by the school with operating a vehicle that is safe and free 
of danger both inside and out. The Bus Assistants are authorized to maintain 
student behavior and to inform the Principal of any discipline problem. Students are 
expected to behave safely and courteously, modeling appropriate behavior and 
respect for others. 
 
(Please see the appendix section 3A for Bus safety Rules and Conduct.) 
 
Uniform: 
 
The following is the Kindergarten School Uniform code at Dasman  Bilingual School. 
 
SUMMER UNIFORM 

GIRLS BOYS 

Blue Dasman Bilingual School 
Button down shirt 

Blue Dasman Bilingual School 
shirt/cardigan. 

Navy blue Dasman Bilingual 
School Skirt 

Navy blue Dasman Bilingual 
School pants or shorts. 

White, black or navy blue 
socks, stockings or tights.  
Sensible, all black shoes (no 
boots, high heels, sandals, or 
“Crocs” style shoes) 

White, black or navy blue 
socks.  
Sensible, all black shoes (no 
boots, football shoes, sandals, 
or “Crocs” style shoes) 
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WINTER UNIFORM 
GIRLS BOYS 

Blue Dasman Bilingual School 
shirt/cardigan / fleece jacket 

Blue Dasman Bilingual School 
shirt/cardigan / fleece jacket 

Navy Blue Dasman Bilingual 
School skirt.  
 

Navy blue Dasman Bilingual 
School pants. 

White, black or navy blue 
socks, stockings or tights.  
Sensible, all black shoes (no 
boots, high heels, sandals, or 
crock style shoes) 

White, black or navy blue 
socks.  
Sensible, all black shoes (no 
boots, football shoes, sandals, 
or “Crocs” style shoes) 

 
Dasman Bilingual School PE uniforms are required when participating in PE class. 
Athletic shoes should be of the quality required by the PE Department.  Students are 
allowed to wear colorful runners on PE days only.  Football shoes are strictly 
forbidden. 
 
On very cold days, students may wear coats over their Dasman Bilingual School 
cardigans and fleece jackets but they must remove them inside the classes.   On 
“dress-down” or “free-dress” occasions, modesty and attentiveness to the cultural 
sensitivities of Kuwait are required. Jeans are only permitted on dress down days.  
 
Girls with long hair must tie it back. No jewelry is permitted.  
 
 
 
Website/ Monthly Newsletters  
 
 
The Dasman Bilingual School will provide parents with parents Awareness 
websites.  
 
Also, the KG Newsletters are posted on the school website:  www.dbs.edu.com.  
Each month a newsletter for each grade (Pre-K, KG1, KG2) will be put on our 
Dasman Website. This will include information about your child’s homework, 
spelling words for the following week, topics that will be covered, as well as 
information about any coming events.  
 

 
 

 
 

http://www.dbs.edu.com/
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APPENDIX 
 

KG Division Admissions Policy- Flow Chart 1A 
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Child Applies

Birthday is checked for appropriate grade level

Appointment is set for a teacher to assess the student

Admissions test is given to the student

Assessing teacher makes a recommendation based on the admissions test 
results.

Kg Division Principal either approves or refuses admission according to: 
teacher recommendation, child's age, behavior level.

File is forwarded to the Academic Director for final approval/denial.

If approved, the child is offered placement in a classroom.

If denied, the child may/may not receive a chance to be retested.

 
 
 
 

 
 
Assessment- Appendix 2A 
 

KG DEPARTMENT ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
 
FREQUENCY      ASSESSMENT ACTION                                     
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DAILY       Teacher Observation 
       Oral Assessments 

Life Skills (Shoe tying, buttoning 
clothing, etc.) 
Motor Skills (gross and fine) 
through the use of Learning 
Centers 

        
 
WEEKLY      Anecdotal Records 
       Kg1 & Kg2 Homework 
       Show and Tell for Oral Skills 
 
QUARTERLY/END OF UNIT    Skills Checklist 
       Progress Reports 
 
YEARLY      Beginning of the Year Assessment 
       End of the Year Assessment 
 

 
 
Transportation Appendix 3A 
 

Student School Bus Safety Rules 

 
 

At the Bus Stop 

 Walk safely to the bus stop and stay well away from the street. 
 Arrive at the bus stop 10 minutes before bus time. 
 When waiting, keep yourself and your belongings out of the road and away from 

traffic. 
 Do not run between parked cars and buses. 
 Never move towards the bus until it has stopped and the driver opens the door. 

 

 

Danger Zone around a Stopped School Bus 

 Stay 5 meters away from the front or back end of the bus so that the driver can see 
you. 

 Wait for the driver to signal you to board the bus. 
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 Before stepping off the curb to board the bus, look left and right to make sure your 
path to the bus is clear, especially if the bus is stopped away from the curb. 

 Check that drawstrings, backpack straps, scarves and loose clothing cannot get 
caught on the bus handrail, door or the seats. 

 Use the hand rail when entering the bus. 
 Do not push or shove other students. 

Getting Seated on the Bus 
 Find a seat and sit down.  
 Fasten your seatbelt. 
 It is important to listen to the bus driver and the attendant in case there are any 

special instructions for your bus ride. 

 Do not leave your seat until the bus arrives at your stop. 
 Help keep the aisles clear. Backpacks or books can trip someone or block the way to 

the emergency exit. 
 
Bus Conduct 
 

Parents should discuss these bus conduct and safety rules with their children. To ensure the 
safety of those who ride the bus, observance of certain rules is necessary. Respect for other 
is expected on buses at all times. Your child should understand that riding a school bus is a 
privilege and unruly conduct on the bus is a risk to the safe operation of the bus. 
 
Bus Safety Rules 

 Arrive at the bus stop 10 minutes before pick-up time. The driver is NOT permitted to 

wait for students. 

 When the bus arrives, stand safely away from the curb or stopping point and wait 
until the bus comes to a complete stop. 

 Find a seat and sit down. Fasten your seat belt.
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 Never reach through the window to take an item from a friend. 

 Do not put your head or arms out of the windows when on the bus. 

 Do not eat or drink on the bus. 

 Students are expected to be courteous and obedient to the driver and the attendant. 

 The ignition of matches, lighters, etc. is prohibited. 

 No object is to be thrown into, out of, or inside the bus. 

 Students must not use obscene language, gestures or gang signs. 

 Fighting, yelling or loud talking is not permitted. 

 Harassment or intimidation of others is not permitted. 

 Students will never use the rear emergency exit except upon the direction of the driver 
or other competent authority. 

 Willful destruction or defacing of school bus or private property surrounding school 
bus stops is prohibited. 

 

School Bus Safety Tips for Parents 

Bus drivers, students, parents and school personnel all share a responsibility to 
ensure that children get to and from school safely every day. Here are a few tips that 
will help you to reinforce the school bus safety message with your child: 

 Help your child find the safest route to the bus stop. 

 Review with your child the bus safety rules, stressing why they are necessary. 

 Make sure that your child’s clothing and book bag do not have loose strings or straps 

that can be caught on the bus handrail, door, or seats. 

 School bus discipline is a cooperative effort among student, parent, bus driver and 

principal to ensure the safety of all students. Misbehavior on a school bus is highly 
distracting to a driver and creates an unsafe condition. 

 The bus driver merits the respect and courtesy due to all school personnel. Please 

teach your child to obey the bus driver. 

 When your children are very young, accompany them to the bus stop and meet them 
on their return. 

 When children when they get off the bus in the afternoon they should go directly 
home, and check in with you or their other caregiver. 

 


